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How do you protect mission critical assets that can be damaged more by the pro-

tection methods themselves than the fire event? Fire protection measures for 

mission critical facilities have changed over the years due to a variety of reasons, such 

as product development, environmental concerns, and occupant safety.

When protecting high-value mission critical assets, one should consider the code path 

as well as the protection options available. There are several codes and standards that 

dictate when total flooding gaseous clean agent systems can be installed and how 

these systems are installed.

Before going into detail, it is important to note the difference between a code and a 

standard. Codes identify when a system is required or can be used, and standards in-

dicate how to install the systems. Typically, codes are adopted into law by jurisdictions, 

and standards are referenced by those codes for design and installation purposes. As 

an example, the International Building Code (IBC) may require the installation of a fire 

sprinkler system. The IBC then references a specific edition of NFPA 13: Standard for 

the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, which prescribes the requirements on how to de-

sign and install the sprinkler system.

Much like the sprinkler system example, codes are used to identify when a gaseous 

clean agent system is required or when it can be used for protection. This article will 

How to select a clean agent 
fire suppression system
Fire protection engineers should understand which clean agent fire 
suppression system is most appropriate for a mission critical facility. 
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reference the most up-to-date 

published codes and standards 

for simplicity. Note, however, 

that many jurisdictions still ref-

erence earlier editions of codes 

and also adopt amendments to 

the model building codes, which 

must be taken into consideration 

before the start of any project. 

Although some codes do allow 

the substitution of gaseous clean 

agent systems for sprinkler systems with authority 

having jurisdiction approval, it is not recommended 

practice for most applications. The substitution is not 

recommended because sprinkler systems are primarily 

designed for life safety purposes whereas gaseous clean agent systems offer protec-

tion of assets as their main objective.  

The most common model codes for fire protection provisions in the United States are 

the IBC and the International Fire Code (IFC) published by the International Code 

Council (ICC). In addition to ICC-based requirements, some jurisdictions may adopt 

NFPA 5000: Building Construction and Safety Code and/or NFPA 1: Fire Code.

Code requirements
Generally speaking, the IBC mirrors the requirements of the IFC, so the discussion will 

be based on code sections from the IBC. Section 202 of the IBC defines a clean agent 

How to select a clean agent fire suppression system

Figure 1: This electrical outlet failure 
is a potential source of clean agent 
system activation. Image courtesy: 

JENSEN HUGHES
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as an “electrically nonconducting, volatile, or gaseous fire extinguishant that does not 

leave a residue upon evaporation.”

Section 904 of the IBC, entitled Alternate Automatic Fire-Extinguishing Systems, states 

that “Automatic fire-extinguishing systems installed as an alternative to the required 

automatic sprinkler systems of Section 903 shall be approved by the fire code official.” 

Gaseous clean agent systems are specifically noted in IBC Section 904.10. This section 

states: “Clean agent fire-extinguishing systems shall be installed, maintained, periodi-

cally inspected, and tested in accordance with NFPA 2001 and their listing.”

As you can see, the IBC allows for the use of gaseous clean agent systems as a sub-

stitute for sprinkler systems when approved by the fire code official. Again, this sub-

stitution should be carefully considered, as a sprinkler system is typically designed for 

life safety and building protection while a gaseous clean agent system is designed for 

asset or contents protection. Sprinkler systems are designed for extended suppression, 

with water-supply-duration requirements based on the hazard of contents plus the abil-

ity for the fire department to supplement supply to extend the duration. This extended 

duration gives the fire department ample time to respond to an event while the sprin-

kler system is continually operational. Gaseous clean agent systems, however, expel all 

of the gas at one time and are required to maintain a minimum concentration for only 

10 minutes.

Much like the IBC, NFPA 5000 lists clean agent extinguishing systems as alternate sys-

tems. According to  NFPA 5000 Section 55.5.1, “In any occupancy where the character 

of the fuel for fire is such that extinguishment or control of the fire is accomplished by 

a type of automatic extinguishing system in lieu of an automatic sprinkler system, such 5
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extinguishing systems shall be installed in accordance with the standard referenced in 

Table 55.5.1.” Table 55.5.1 references gaseous clean agent systems as a fire suppres-

sion system and NFPA 2001 as the installation standard.

While this article concentrates on common building code requirements within the 

United States, it is always important to evaluate local and or international adoptions 

to determine specific requirements. It also may be important to recognize the insurer 

of the equipment or property, as some insurance companies, such as FM Global, may 

have additional requirements.

NFPA 2001: Standard on Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems regulates the require-

ments for components, system design, and application of systems (local or total flood-

ing) and outlines inspection, testing, maintenance, and training requirements. This 

standard is used by industry professionals to ensure gaseous clean agent systems are 

being designed, installed, tested, and maintained.

There are other standards that may be referenced when doing work in jurisdictions or 

internationally. One such standard is ISO 14520-1:2015, published by the International 

Organization for Standardization. This standard covers the design, installation, inspec-

tion, testing, and maintenance of gaseous clean agent systems.  

Finally, it is important to note that the standards require systems to be listed and/or 

approved by a third-party agency. To ensure that gaseous suppression systems com-

ply with listings or approvals, it is important to follow the applicable design and cal-

culation methods for the agent being specified. Unlike water-based systems, gaseous 

suppression requires manufacturer-specific criteria and software, which typically cannot 6
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be fully designed by most consulting or specifying engineers.

Protected hazards
Gaseous clean agent systems, typically used to protect electronics, can be used to pro-

tect a wide variety of hazards. Some of these mission critical hazards include:

    •  Military and government facilities where loss of equipment and a long downtime 

can lead to lapses in defense systems

    •  Control centers for national air space

    •  Missile-guidance centers

    •  Airline flight-control servers

    •  Consumer-product credit card transaction computers

    •  Intelligence servers

    •  Satellite communication systems

    •  Research and development computing data hubs

    •  Engine test cells with accompanying data.

Types of clean agents
NFPA 2001 provides two main categories of gaseous clean agent systems. Inert gases, 

such as IG-541, extinguish fires by depleting oxygen, and halocarbon-based agents, 

such as HFC 227ea, extinguish fires on a molecular level in the presence of heat, fuel, 

and oxygen. Note that halocarbons disrupt the chemical reaction in the fire tetrahe-

dron. Both types of systems have their pros and cons when protecting mission critical 

applications. When comparing systems, it is important to consider the cost to refill, 

shelf life, and environmental concerns.
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Inert gas clean agent systems are readily 

suited for multiple hazard-enclosure appli-

cations, such as engine test cells or more 

than one server room in a building. One 

bank of agent cylinders can be used to 

protect multiple hazards in adjacent areas. This can result in less total agent, thereby 

minimizing overall cost. This is accomplished by using selector valves, separate control 

heads, and individual piping networks. When protecting multiple hazards with inert 

gas, maximum and minimum agent concentrations should be evaluated for each pro-

tected enclosure under normal system operation. Halocarbon agents typically are only 

capable of protecting single hazards with each cylinder or bank of cylinders.

The weight and required storage area of the suppression agent cylinders are typically 

smaller with halocarbon-based systems as compared with inert gas systems. Increased 

weight can have structural implications that should be accounted for during design. 

More inert gas cylinders will typically be required than when using halocarbon cylin-

ders for protection of the same volume. This can be a driving factor on, for example, 

Table 1: The table compares the various agent 
densities and mass-to-air ratio. This is important when 
determining which agent  will appear to migrate from 
an enclosure during a fan-pressurization test for room 

integrity. Much of the data is from NFPA  2001-2015. 
Image courtesy: JENSEN HUGHES 
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lease space and building-use planning. It is also an important consideration in retrofit 

applications in existing buildings, where large areas for cylinder storage are often diffi-

cult to find.

Cylinder pressures for halocarbon-based clean agents are typically lower than for inert 

gas agents. While the agent pressure drops drastically during release, there are still 

piping implications to be considered. Some inert gas systems require higher pres-

sure-rated piping and fittings. The increase of room pressure is also greater with inert 

gases. Pressure relief venting of the protected enclosure is more common with inert 

gas systems than with halocarbon systems.

Most fire protection engineers fail to assign adequate importance to agent density. 

Agent density directly relates the ability for an agent to remain in an enclosure after 

discharge. The denser an agent is, the more it will migrate from the protected enclo-

sure and result in lower retention times. Table 1 compares some of the more common 

agent’s densities to air.

Construction requirements
While inert gases reduce oxygen to a level that humans can survive and fire cannot, 

the halocarbon-based agents extinguish fires while heat, fuel, and oxygen are present. 

NFPA 2001 and other standards require that the gaseous clean agent is maintained at 

a minimum concentration threshold within a room for the duration of protection; this is 

usually referred to as the “hold time.” The latest requirement is 10 minutes.

The hold time is intended to allow the gaseous clean agent to extinguish the fire and 

reduce the potential for reignition due to the presence of heat, fuel, and oxygen. To 9
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ensure that the required hold time is achieved, 

the room must be sealed as much as possi-

ble to reduce areas from which gaseous clean 

agents can leak. Sealing of the room is re-

ferred to as room integrity. Typically, walls in 

the protected area are continuous to the roof 

or floor/ceiling assembly above, or to a “hard” gypsum ceiling. Dampers or HVAC 

equipment controlled by the fire alarm system may be necessary to maintain the room 

integrity. Caulking to address holes and other leakage paths in walls is usually neces-

sary. Finally, seals around doors equipped with automatic closers may be needed to 

minimize leakage.

During construction, room integrity is measured by administering what is commonly 

referred to as a “door fan test.” This test uses specialized equipment to pressurize the 

enclosure and measure leakage rates, which then can be translated into hold times.

Table 2: This compares the recommended 
design concentrations to the “no observed 

adverse affect level” (NOAEL). It is important to 
note that several agents may be over exposure 

limits at design concentrations. Data is compiled 
from NFPA Fire Protection Handbook Volume II. 

Image courtesy: JENSEN HUGHES
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In today’s design and construction culture, there is no such thing as a cookie-cutter 

room. When designing or specifying clean agent systems, the engineer needs to be 

extremely detailed with enclosure geometry. Nozzle spacing, coverage heights, and 

enclosure volume can drastically impact the overall cost and feasibility of a clean agent 

system. Similar to sprinklers, clean agents have manufacturer-specified areas of cover-

age for each nozzle and maximum/minimum protected heights.

Sometimes, it may be more economical to use two back-to-back 180-deg nozzles with 

a larger nozzle throw than a single 360-deg nozzle with shorter throws. While typical 

server rooms may not have nozzle-placement concerns, industrial applications with two 

or more layers of nozzle coverage in a room with high ceilings is not uncommon.

Conversely, some subfloor applications in a typical server room may require addition-

al nozzles based on a low enclosure height. Enclosure volume should be field-verified 

before design and after installation to evaluate whether adequate agent concentration 

will be achieved. If the volume increases from the volume used in the design, then the 

system may underperform. If the volume decreases with regard to the design volume, 

the agent may create a hazardous environment for the occupants.

Another issue rarely addressed is the exposure limits to the occupants of the space. 

While one would hope occupants would egress from a protected enclosure during a 

fire, we still need to consider the implications of the agents being discharged into an 

occupied space. Table 2 compares design concentrations for several popular agents 

to exposure limits. Note that some agents exceed recommended exposure limits at 

design concentrations. This should be a crucial factor in not only determining a proper 11
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agent, but also driving the 

importance of predischarge 

alarms for occupant evacua-

tion.

Detection systems
Early detection is impera-

tive for all types of clean 

agents. The systems are 

most effective when fires are 

in the incipient stage. Using 

heat-sensing detectors for 

system activation are not in-

dustry standard due to the delayed detection 

and the resulting larger fire size. This is espe-

cially important with halocarbon-based agents 

where agent thermal decomposition can occur, 

resulting in hazardous agent byproducts. As a result, smoke-sensing detectors that 

identify products of combustion in the incipient stage are typically used in clean agent 

systems.

Air-sampling detection and spot-type smoke detection are commonplace in the clean 

agent realm. When using ultra-sensitive air-sampling detection, multiple alarm thresh-

olds should be considered to prevent false discharge. When spot-type detection is em-

ployed, it is good practice to design a cross-zoned system that requires two detectors 

to alarm in order to initiate agent release.

Figure 2: The photo shows an agent-releasing 
nozzle, a manual-release station, an abort switch, 

an agent-release alarm, and pre-release alarms. 
Image courtesy: JENSEN HUGHES
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When evaluating control panels for the supervision and activation of gaseous clean 

agent systems, there are two types of control systems to consider:

    • Conventional zoned panels/systems

    • Addressable panels/systems.

Without diving deep into fire alarm system design concepts, the basic difference be-

tween the system types is the reporting of the initiating device location. A control pan-

el for a zoned system will identify the general area (zone) in which an initiating device 

activation is received. A zone is defined by one circuit. So, if the desire is to have the 

system only activate when two detectors in the same area activate, you will need two 

or more circuits/zones in the same area.

An addressable system, however, will tell you exactly which device has activated. The 

panel can tell which device on a circuit is activated via addressable modules in the 

circuit. This allows cross-zoning detection with only one circuit. With the advancement 

of technology, it is likely that an addressable system will be installed for new designs, 

as the cost difference between an addressable and conventional system is negligible. 

Conventional panels are still widely used in single-enclosure applications where sim-

plicity is preferred. Several manufacturers have more than one releasing circuit avail-

able on their conventional control panels. This allows for multi-enclosure protection or 

pre-action sprinkler solenoid actuation in conjunction with agent release.

Perhaps the most important consideration when choosing a control panel is the list-

ing of the control panel. The listing must include fire suppression agent releasing and 13
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must be cross-listed with the solenoid used to release the gaseous clean agent into 

the piping network. This is an NFPA 2001 requirement to ensure the control panel and 

gaseous clean agent system communicate seamlessly.   

Many systems in fire protection interact with one field or trade. For example, a sprin-

kler system is installed by a sprinkler contractor and a fire alarm system is installed by 

an electrician and fire alarm contractor. Clean agent systems require the interaction of 

multiple trades including detection/controls, piping, mechanical shutdowns, and room 

integrity, as outlined above. As a result, having a strong specification is imperative for 

coordination. In addition to the design, third-party testing is recommended.

J. Adam Edwards and David Bhuta

J. Adam Edwards is a senior fire protection engineer with JENSEN HUGHES. David 
Bhuta is director of the Raleigh, N.C., office and a senior fire protection engineer with 

JENSEN HUGHES.
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Stat-X® Fire Suppression Lithium Ion Battery 
Fire Test - DNV 75Ah
Fire test consisting of a 75 amp hour Li (lithium) polymer 
cell battery fire. The fire was extinguished with a Stat-X 
condensed aerosol fire suppression generator, model 60ME, 
and the residual aerosol prevented re-ignition. 



Stat-X® Fire Suppression Lithium Ion Battery Fire Test - DNV 75Ah
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NFPA 20: Standard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire Protection 

protects life and property by providing requirements for the installation of fire 

pumps to ensure that systems will work as intended to deliver adequate and reliable 

water supplies in a fire emergency.

A fire sprinkler system is a critical component of life safety in a building. The Interna-

tional Building Code grants a number of exceptions when a building is “fully sprin-

klered,” such as reductions in rated separations, reductions in fire hydrant flow de-

mands, increased egress travel distances and increased building heights and areas. 

These exceptions are permitted with an expectation that, in the event of a fire, the 

sprinkler system will suppress the fire to a sufficient degree that occupants can safely 

evacuate the building and the growth of the fire will be controlled until the fire de-

partment arrives to fully extinguish it. 

Often, the municipal water system has sufficient pressure to operate the sprinkler 

system. A fire pump is required when the available water source does not have ad-

equate pressure. When a sprinkler system relies on a fire pump, the performance of 

the system is dependent on the pressure created by the pump.  

Because of the critical importance of the fire pump, careful consideration should be 

employed when selecting and designing a fire pump. 

NFPA 20: Fire pump design
When designing a fire pump, there are a number of factors to keep in mind, 
particularly NFPA 20

16
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Sizing a fire pump
A fire pump’s size is dictated by 

the most hydraulically demand-

ing area of the fire protection 

system. In many high-rise build-

ings, this can be the automatic 

fire standpipe system demand 

which requires 500 gallons per 

minute at 100 pounds per square 

inch at the top of the most re-

mote standpipe, plus 250 gpm 

for each additional standpipe, up 

to a maximum of 1,000 gpm for 

wet systems or 1,250 gpm for dry 

systems.  

For nonhigh-rise buildings, the most demanding area 

could be any number of different hazards. Though the 

IBC requires buildings with a highest finished floor located more than 30 feet above 

the lowest fire department vehicle access to be equipped with Class III standpipes 

or Class I if the building is fully sprinklered, NFPA 14: Standard for the Installation of 

Standpipe and Hose Systems allows the standpipes to be manual type with the nec-

essary pressure provided by the fire department pumper truck through the fire de-

partment connection (2013 NFPA 14, Section 5.4.1.1), thus eliminating the standpipe 

demand from consideration. It is important to perform a hazard analysis of the build-

ing before attempting to size the fire pump. 

Figure 1: A vertical inline fire pump 
is equipped with a flowmeter bypass 

and a low suction throttling valve. 
Courtesy: Dewberry
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For example, a new sprinkler system might be installed in a five-story medical office 

building with a partial basement (overall building height of 69 feet). The building 

construction is noncombustible, Type II-B and each floor is approximately 18,000 

square feet. The basement level contains electrical rooms, general storage rooms, a 

small oxygen storage room (250 square feet) enclosed by a two-hour fire rating and a 

covered exterior loading dock.  

Floors one through four are comprised of offices, exam rooms and outpatient proce-

dure rooms. The fifth floor is a large mechanical penthouse with a roof slope of 3:12. 

The center core areas on levels zero through four contain elevator lobbies, public 

corridors and public restrooms. The building is equipped with a Class I wet manual 

standpipe system. 

The predominate hazard classification for the overall building is that of light hazard 

occupancy, however, the building contains spaces that warrant higher hazard desig-

nations. While the oxygen storage room requires the highest density (0.30 gpm for 

extra hazard occupancy), this space is not the most hydraulically demanding. The 

two-hour rated enclosure provides an effective barrier to prevent fire spread outside 

of the room. For this reason, the calculated area need only extend to the perimeter 

walls of the room (NFPA 13-2013, Section 11.2.3.3).  

The exterior loading dock requires the second highest density: 0.20 gpm for ordi-

nary hazard group 2. It also requires a 30% increase to the remote area size because 

the system type must be dry due to exposure to freezing conditions (NFPA 13-2013, 

Section 11.2.3.2.5). The estimated flow demand for this area is approximately 507 

gpm (0.20 gpm x 1,950 square feet = 390 gpm + 30% for sprinkler head overflow = 18
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507 gpm). A preliminary hydraulic calculation for this area indicates a required system 

pressure of 65 psi. 

The most hydraulically demanding area in this example is the level five mechani-

cal room. Though the density for this remote area is only 0.15 gpm (ordinary hazard 

group 1), the top floor location requires additional pressure to overcome the head 

loss from elevation. The remote area size is increased to 1,950 square feet due to a 

30% increase for slopes exceeding 2:12 (NFPA 13-2013, Section 11.2.3.2.4). The esti-

mated flow demand for this area is approximately 380 gpm (0.15 gpm x 1,950 square 

feet = 292.5 gpm + 30% for sprinkler head overflow = 380 gpm). A preliminary hy-

draulic calculation indicates a required system pressure of 90 psi. 

Once a hazard analysis and preliminary hydraulic calculations have established the 

fire flow and pressure required to meet the standpipe or sprinkler system demand, a 

review of a recent water flow test can identify if a fire pump is necessary. The water 

flow test used to size the fire pump is required to have been completed within the 

last 12 months (NFPA 20-2013, Section 4.6.1.2). 

In the example scenario, the water flow test indicates pressures of 54 psi static, 48 

psi residual, flowing at 940 gpm. When the required outside hose demand is added 

to the system flow demand (380 gpm + 250 hose = 630 gpm) and plotted on a graph, 

the available city water pressure is approximately 49 psi when flowing at 630 gpm. 

Typically, a minimum safety factor of 10 psi is required. To meet the demand, the fire 

pump size should be at least 400 gpm rated at 51 psi (100 psi – 49 psi city pressure = 

51 psi). Fire pumps are typically sized by pressure range, therefore a 400 gpm pump 19
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with a revolutions per minute speed of 3,550 can deliver a rated pressure from 40 to 

56 psi without increasing the size of the pump. Because there is no cost difference 

between the rated pressure of 51 and 56 psi, and high pressure is not a concern, the 

400 gpm pump rated at 56 psi is acceptable. Fire pump pressures will be explored in 

further detail later.  

For exceptionally tall buildings, more than one fire pump may be necessary to deliv-

er the pressure required to the higher floors. NFPA 20 permits a maximum of three 

pumps to operate in series (NFPA 20-2013, Section 4.19.2.1).  

Fire pumps cannot operate in parallel because the discharge check valve is forced 

closed when the pressure on the outlet side of the valve is higher than that on the 

inlet side. For this reason, it is not possible to add a parallel fire pump to boost the 

pressure and/or flow to a system.

Selecting a fire pump
Selection of the fire pump depends on the building infrastructure and available space. 

The most common choices for fire pump drivers are electric motors and diesel engines. 

Electric motors requiring high horsepower are commonly run on 460 volt or higher, 

three-phase power. Steam turbines are also an option, but are fairly uncommon. 

In buildings that are not equipped with enough power to supply an electric motor, a 

diesel fire pump may be utilized. A fuel storage tank with the capacity to hold 1 gallon 

of fuel per horsepower plus an additional volume to provide room for thermal expan-

sion is required. A dike must be provided beneath the fuel storage tank to contain any 

potential fuel spills. Often, a pressure–relief valve is required on the discharge side of 20
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the pump to relieve excess pressure in the event the engine revs out of control or if 

a combination of suction pressure and pump pressure rise above a certain threshold. 

The diesel motor exhaust must be routed through a muffler to the outside.  

A diesel fire pump must be located in a separate enclosure or in a room with direct 

access to the exterior. The enclosure size is substantially larger than normally re-

quired for an electric fire pump because of the stored fuel and batteries necessary to 

provide a backup power source. Diesel fire pumps are more expensive to install and 

maintain because of the large number of mechanical parts, which can be prone to 

failure. 

In buildings where the electrical capacity is not a concern, an electric driver is the 

preferred choice. Electric motors are more compact, require fewer mechanical parts 

and produce fewer negative environmental impacts. 

Though NFPA 20 provides guidelines for various types of pumps (centrifugal, vertical 

shaft turbine, positive displacement and multistage multiport), centrifugal fire pumps 

are — including horizontal split case and vertical in-line — the most common among 

commercial buildings and thus highlighted in this example. Vertical in–line pumps 

are generally more compact, with a smaller footprint. While horizontal split case 

pumps must be mounted on a concrete housekeeping pad, vertical in-line pumps 

can instead be mounted on pipe stand supports. For these reasons, vertical in–line 

pumps are often a preferred choice for replacements or retrofits. 

The impeller rotation in a vertical in-line pump is less susceptible to mechanical dam-

age from water turbulence, allowing for more flexibility in the piping arrangement on 21
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the suction side of the pump. Horizontal 

split case pumps are only permitted to 

have elbows and tees installed perpen-

dicular to the pump when the fitting is 

located at least 10 pipe size diameters 

from the suction flange (NFPA 20-2013, 

Sections 4.14.6.3.1 to 4.14.6.3.3). These 

requirements are not applicable to verti-

cal in-line styles. 

The impeller on a horizontal split-case 

pump is located in a separate casing 

in front of the motor, allowing for easy 

access if maintenance is required. On a 

vertical in–line pump, the impeller is be-

neath the motor, requiring the entire mo-

tor be raised and/or removed to access 

the impeller. For this reason, it is recom-

mended that a hoist beam or another 

means of lifting is provided for vertical 

inline pumps greater than 30 horsepower.

Fire pump pressures 
The total head of a fire pump is the energy imparted 

to the liquid as it passes through the pump, usually 

Figure 2: Correct and incorrect 
orientation of fittings are depicted in 
the suction line of a horizontal split-

case pump. Courtesy: Dewberry

22
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expressed in psi. For fire pumps such as horizontal split-case and vertical in-line cen-

trifugal pumps that are required to operate under net positive suction head, the total 

head of a fire pump is calculated by adding the suction head (city pressure) to the 

discharge head. The discharge head of the pump varies along a performance curve 

that is determined by three limiting points: the shut-off, the rating and the overload.  

The shut-off represents the maximum allowable total head pressure when the pump 

is operating at zero flow; this is sometimes also referred to as the churn pressure. 

The rating is the listed pressure and flow that the pump should produce when oper-

ating at 100% of pump capacity. The total head pressure should not be less than 65% 

of the rated total head when the pump is operating at 150% of rated flow capacity, 

this is the overload point. System flow demands that exceed the overload point can 

expose the pump to possible cavitation and damage. 

A fire pump performance curve has an allowable operating range not to exceed 

140% of the rated pressure of the pump. Consider the previous example of a 400 

gpm pump rated at 56 psi. This pump will produce 400 gpm at 56 psi when operating 

at 100% of pump capacity. It also can produce a maximum volume of 600 gpm at 36 

psi when operating at 65% of pump capacity. The available volume and pressure vary 

along the pump curve.  

Referring back to the medical building example, the loading dock required an es-

timated 507 gpm at 65 psi. From the pump curve in Figure 3, the pump will deliver 

approximately 47 psi when flowing 507 gpm. When this discharge pressure is com-

bined with the city supply (47 + 48 psi = 95 psi), it is evident that the selected pump 

can easily satisfy the hydraulic demand for the loading dock dry system. 23
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A fire pump’s churn pressure is the amount of pressure generated when the pump is 

operating at zero flow. The churn pressure is combined with the static water pressure 

from the connected source, resulting in a combined static pressure for which all com-

ponents must be rated. As an example, a churn pressure rating of 126% will produce 

71 psi of static discharge pressure from the aforementioned pump. When the churn 

pressure is combined with the static city pressure, the total amount of static pressure 

expected on the discharge side of the pump is 122 psi (71 psi discharge pressure + 

51 static city pressure = 122 psi).  

If the static pressure exceeds 175 psi (the pressure rating for standard sprinkler com-

ponents and maximum pressure allowed for fire hose valve connections), pressure–

reducing valves may be required unless all components of the system are rated for 

high pressure. It is important to include the pump churn rating in the factors to con-

sider when weighing all of the options to make a proper pump selection. 

The cost of a fire pump is largely based on the horsepower rating of the pump and 

the type of controller. Vertical inline pumps are usually more cost effective when 

compared to horizontal split-case pumps in smaller sizes (less than 1,000 to 1,250 

gpm ratings). It is recommended to consult a local fire pump representative to com-

pare the horsepower ratings between horizontal split-case and vertical in-line pumps, 

as the horsepower rating can drive up costs related to controls and electrical connec-

tions.

Controllers
NFPA 20 requires that a fire pump be supplied by a continually available power 

source, usually identified as an uninterrupted power source (NFPA 20-2013, Section 24
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9.1.5 and 9.2.1). In many 

cases, this requirement 

necessitates that a backup 

generator be provided as 

a secondary source in the 

event of a power failure, in 

which case the fire pump 

controller must be equipped 

with an automatic transfer 

switch. An ATS is an option 

on a fire pump controller 

that must be specified; a 

controller does not come 

normally equipped with an 

ATS.  

The least costly type of fire pump controller is an 

“across-the-line” direct–voltage controller without an ATS. This is the default con-

troller that will usually be supplied unless a different style has been specified. Many 

electrical engineers prefer “soft start” reduced-voltage controllers instead, because 

these controllers reduce the immediate power draw on the backup generator by 

slowly ramping up the voltage, allowing for a reduction in generator size.  

Consult with the electrical engineer to discuss the pros and cons of the different con-

troller styles. The cost savings to the overall project may be greater by selecting the 

more expensive soft start controller to reduce the size of the generator.

Figure 3: This example shows a 
performance curve of a 400 gpm 
pump rated at 56 psi. Courtesy: 

Dewberry
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Fire pump de-
sign
An outside screw 

and yoke gate valve 

must be installed in 

the suction pipe to 

provide a means of 

isolation from the 

incoming supply 

line (NFPA 20-2013, 

Section 4.14.5.1). 

This is the only de-

vice that is explicitly permitted to be installed 

in the suction line within 50 feet of the pump 

suction flange, though NFPA 20 does provide 

allowances for other equipment, which may be required by the authority having juris-

diction or by other sections of the standard. These valves must be electrically super-

vised through the fire alarm system. 

Where the local AHJ and/or municipal water department requires a backflow pre-

venter to be installed in the fire pump suction line, it must be located a minimum 

distance of 10 times the pipe size diameter from the pump suction flange (NFPA 

20-2013, Section 4.27.3). This distance requirement is specific to backflow pre-

venters equipped with outside screw and yoke gate valves. If a backflow preventer 

is equipped with butterfly valves, the minimum distance to the suction flange is in-

Figure 4: The section view of a vertical inline 
fire pump equipped with a flowmeter bypass 
and an optional low-suction throttling valve. 

Courtesy: Dewberry
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creased to 50 feet (NFPA 20-2013, Section 4.27.3.1). This increased distance is pro-

vided to allow for dissipation of air bubbles that may form as water passes across the 

center disk of a fully open butterfly valve. Other nontraditional methods of backflow 

prevention, such as break tanks, are not addressed within the purview of this article. 

NFPA 20 also provides an exception for a pressure–sensing line connection to the 

suction line when the AHJ requires a low–suction throttling valve to maintain posi-

tive pressure on the suction piping (NFPA 20-2013, Section 4.15.9.1). The low–suction 

throttling valve is installed on the discharge side of the pump before the discharge 

check valve. 

On the discharge side of the pump, a check valve and an indicating control valve are 

required. The control valve must be installed after the check valve (NFPA 20-2013, 

Section 4.15.7). If the fire pump is equipped with a flowmeter bypass, the bypass 

connection to the discharge pipe should be between the check valve and control 

valve. Where fire pumps are installed in a series, butterfly valves are not permitted to 

be installed between the pumps. 

A fire pump bypass is required on all fire pumps where the suction supply is of suf-

ficient pressure to be of material value without the pump (NFPA 20-2013, Section 

4.14.4). The bypass must be at least as large as the discharge pipe and should be 

equipped with a check valve installed between two normally open control valves ori-

ented in a manner to prevent backflow to the suction side of the pump. The bypass 

line should be connected before the outside screw and yoke on the suction side and 

after the control valve on the discharge side of the pump. 

27
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Every fire pump must be equipped with a metering device or fixed nozzles to accom-

modate pump testing. This equipment must be capable of water flow not less than 

175% of rated pump capacity (NFPA 20-2013, Section 4.20.2.2). When the metering 

device is installed in a loop arrangement for fire pump flow testing, an alternate 

means of measuring the flow must also be provided. 

A flowmeter bypass is preferred in some municipalities as part of a water conser-

vation effort. The flowmeter bypass allows routine tests to be performed without 

discharging water to the environment. The bypass line is equipped with a Venturi 

flowmeter located between two normally closed butterfly valves. To achieve proper 

performance of the flowmeter, manufacturer–specified minimum distances must be 

maintained between the flowmeter and the adjacent normally closed butterfly valves. 

The flowmeter bypass must be connected after the outside screw and yoke on the 

suction side and between the check valve and the control valve on the discharge side 

of the pump. 

The minimum pipe diameter and number of outlets required for a fire pump test 

header is dictated by the flow capacity of the pump. These minimum requirements 

are outlined in NFPA 20 (NFPA 20-2013, Table 4.26(a)). When the pipe between the 

test header and the pump discharge flange exceeds 15 linear feet, the pipe diameter 

must be increased to the next size up. 

When transitional fittings are required to reduce or increase the pipe diameter at 

the pump flange, care should be taken to select the proper reducing fitting. On the 

suction side of the pump, the flanged reducer must be the eccentric tapered type, 

installed in a manner to avoid air pockets. The reducer on the discharge side of the 28
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pump should be the concen-

tric type.  

The fire department con-

nection should tie into the 

system on the discharge side 

of the pump. When an FDC 

is located upstream of a fire 

pump, the result can be high 

velocities that increase water 

turbulence and expose the 

fire pump to damaging condi-

tions. Many fire pumps have maximum suction 

pressure ratings that can be exceeded by the 

pressures distributed through the FDC.

Fire pump enclosure
Lastly, when determining a location for a new fire pump enclosure, it is important 

to consider service accessibility and proximity to the building exterior. A fire pump 

room should be located on an exterior wall adjacent to the fire lane and above the 

floodplain. If the enclosure must be located inside, it shall be accessible by a pas-

sageway with a fire rating equal to that of the fire pump enclosure. NFPA 20 requires 

the fire pump room to have a minimum two-hour fire rating when located in a high-

rise building. The fire rating can be reduced to a one-hour rating when the fire pump 

enclosure is located in a fully sprinkled, nonhigh-rise building. 

Figure 5: Shown is the proper arrangement of 
transitional fittings connected to the suction 

and discharge of a horizontal fire pump. 
Courtesy: Dewberry
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The enclosure should be large enough to provide adequate clearance for installation 

and maintenance of the fire pump and related components. A good rule of thumb 

is to provide at least 12 inches of clearance behind the fire pump and a minimum 

distance of 12 inches from the edges of the entire fire pump assembly, piping and 

valves to the walls. If the room consists of multiple sprinkler and/or standpipe ris-

ers, a minimum clear distance of 12 inches between risers should be maintained to 

allow for easy access to equipment. An approach clearance of at least 3 feet should 

be maintained in front of the fire pump and related equipment. Minimum clearances 

in accordance with NFPA 70 must be maintained around energized electrical equip-

ment.  

The fire pump room is intended solely for fire protection equipment and is not to be 

shared by other mechanical trades. This rule is applicable to all equipment that is 

nonessential to the operation of the fire pump except equipment related to domes-

tic water distribution. NFPA 20 provides an exception for domestic water equipment 

to be located within the fire pump room.  

There are many factors to consider when designing a fire pump. NFPA 20 contains 

valuable requirements, which should be strictly followed to ensure that the fire pump 

will perform as intended, should it ever be needed.

Tracey Foster, SET, CFPS, Dewberry, Raleigh, North Carolina

Tracey Foster is a senior fire protection designer for Dewberry. She is a NICET level 

IV fire protection designer and an NFPA certified fire protection specialist. Foster has 

more than 17 years of experience in the fire sprinkler industry as a designer, estima-

tor, design manager, project manager and company license holder. 30
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A erosol fire suppression technology is an accepted fire suppression solution 

throughout Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East and it is now gaining greater 

attention with fire protection engineers and safety professionals in the Americas. These 

fire suppression professionals are recognizing the value of aerosol suppression for use 

in   protecting enclosed special hazards.

Stat-X® fire suppression is different, unlike conventional water mist or pressurized 

agent systems, each generator, upon activation, produces an ultra-fine fire suppressing 

aerosol. This cutting-edge technology is more effective, on an agent weight basis, than 

any other fire suppression agent.

NFPA 2010: Standard for Fixed Aerosol Fire Extinguishing Systems and UL 2775: Fixed 

Aerosol Extinguishing Sys-

tems Units govern its use in a 

wide variety of applications. 

Fireaway’s Stat-X technology is 

listed by the USA Environmen-

tal Protection Agency (EPA) as a 

total flooding system for use in 

normally occupied and unoccu-

pied areas under its Significant 

New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) 

program. It is environmentally friendly with zero 

Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP), zero Global 

Condensed Aerosol 
Fire Suppression

Stat-X aerosol fire suppression systems have 
undergone testing and are confirmed to be 
an effective primary first line of defense for 

protection of lithium ion battery hazards. 32
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Warming Potential (GWP), and zero At-

mospheric Lifetime (ALT). Stat-X agent is 

not subject to future bans like currently 

specified halocarbon agents. Stat-X par-

ticulates will remain in suspension for up 

to an hour providing prolonged effective 

fire suppression prior to venting. Stat-X is 

not to be confused with clean agents as 

defined in the NFPA 2001 standard. 

Stat-X is approved for extinguishment of Class A 

(surface), B, and C fire hazards. Stat-X protects en-

closed special hazards such as: 

Energy Storage Systems and Battery Energy 
Storage Systems 
Energy Storage Systems (ESS) and Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) are key 

components used to support local and national power generation and distribution fa-

cilities. Battery storage systems are connected to the grid and designed to balance the 

variation between supply and demand. Energy storage systems (ESS) support the grid 

by discharging batteries for added power during peak usage hours.

In September of 2020, NFPA 855 the Standard for the Installation of Stationary Ener-

gy Storage Systems was published. NFPA 855 includes specific chapters that provide 

guidance regarding the minimum fire protection requirements for stationary energy 

storage systems. This includes systems currently in use by utilities.

Condensed Aerosol Fire Suppression

Diesel generator rooms: Many diesel 
generators are housed in containers; the 

compact design of the Stat-X system is 
ideal for these remote areas.

33
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Stat-X aerosol fire suppression is an ex-

cellent choice when protecting BESS 

and ESS hazards in segregated buildings 

or mobile and fixed containers. A com-

plete suppression solution would include 

detection devices, system controls, 

and Stat-X aerosol generators placed 

throughout the hazard for maximum fire 

suppression efficiency. 

The following video shows the effectiveness 

of our Stat-X condensed aerosol during a 

third-party fire test protocol. This test included 

75-amp hour (lithium) polymer cell bat-

teries. The initial fire was extinguished 

and until agent venting, residual Stat-X 

aerosol remained in test chamber post 

fire extinguishment. If sufficient aerosol 

density is maintained, Stat-X can play a 

role in controlling potential re-flash typi-

cal with lithium ion battery fires.

• Diesel Generator Rooms

• Gas Turbine Enclosures

Gas turbine enclosures: Stat-X agent density 
rates can be adjusted to accommodate 

openings in these applications. Stat-X is 
approved for normally occupied spaces.

Wind turbines: Stat-X is ideal for this application 
because of its compact design and easy installation 

in remote locations. The rugged nature of our 
generators can withstand this harsh environment. 34
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• Wind Turbines

• Switch Gear Rooms

• Vehicle Engine Bays

• Heavy Lifting and Handling Equipment

• Machinery Spaces

• CNC Machines

• Flammable Liquid Storage

• Electric Rooms & Cabinets

• Pharmaceutical Plants

• And other commercial and industrial areas. 

Learn more about the industries we work in.

We have a full line of  product options which have achieved certification and third 

party approvals globally.

Electrically operated generators are used as a total flooding system to protect a 

wide range of commercial and industrial applications. The systems are designed by 35
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our trained and certified distribution 

partners. System design is based on 

the unique characteristics of the area 

to be protected. Our fire suppression 

solutions utilize detection, alarm, 

and activation principles like those 

you are familiar with.

Stat-X electrical units for fixed sys-

tems are electrically operated and include 8 sizes ranging from units containing 30 

grams (covering up to 0.5 m3) up to 2,500 grams (covering up to 40 m3). These units 

are typically connected to and supervised and actuated by conventional fire detection 

systems and releasing panels.

Our Stat-X Electrical EX generators are used for Classified Hazardous Areas. These 

electrical “EX” models operate in a similar fashion to our standard electrical family. 

Stat-X EX generators are approved for use in classified and hazardous environments 

such as those that require products with 

approvals for Class I, Division 2, ATEX and 

IECEx certificates secured from Third Party 

Approval Agencies. Stat-X® EX electric oper-

ated aerosol fire suppression units are certi-

fied and listed by UL for such applications. 

Stat-X EX electric operated aerosol fire sup- 36
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pression units are UL Listing for use as a total flooding system in hazardous areas clas-

sified as Class I, Division 2 in accordance with UL category code FZED and FZED7.

These units are certified by UL and are authorized to bear the UL listing mark for Cana-

da and the United States.

Thermal/manually operated generators are 

used for smaller applications such as electri-

cal cabinets and small enclosed environments. 

These generators allow the designer to choose 

the best method of operation. Whether the 

best method of operation is thermal or manual, 

either can be accomplished using our unique 

patented activation head. Our thermally operated units are limited to applications that 

use one generator per hazard.

Manually ONLY operated generators are used in applications where personnel are 

on site and available when needed to manually activate the systems in case of fire.

Stat-X fire suppression is the best choice for enclosed special hazards and provides 

numerous competitive advantages including: 

• Compact modular design

• Effective agent performance
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• Durable

• Low-cost due to simple installation (no costly labor-intensive piping)

• Exceptional value

• Made in the USA.

Aerosols are now considered an effective new alternative to traditional special hazard 

fire protection and are being strongly endorsed and specified for use in such appli-

cations. Globally, specifying engineers are evaluating use of aerosol alternatives over 

various halon substitutes, CO2, inert gas, dry chemical, or water mist.

The Stat-X® product line is manufactured by Fireaway Inc. Fireaway was founded in 2005 

in Minnetonka, Minnesota. Fireaway continues to expand our market reach globally and 

our continued efforts to educate fire professionals and safety directors on the technical 

and performance capabilities of the product line have proven to be beneficial.

As our reputation grows as a strong OEM partner with our dedicated distribution net-

work and partners, we continue to expand our manufacturing and customer support 

facilities in Minnetonka. Our second manufacturing plant includes an R&D test facility 

in Minden, Louisiana. This test facility reinforces our commitment to press forward with 

innovation in fire extinguishing solutions.
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Smoke control systems are a critical piece of infrastructure that play an important 

role in the overall fire protection design of a building. When we think about the 

design of smoke control systems, the focus is often placed on the mechanical design 

of the system; this makes sense since the main components of these systems are fans 

that provide positive or negative pressure to a space. 

However, it can be easy for design engineers and inspectors to overlook the electrical 

design of these systems. To provide a design that is safe and code compliant, engi-

neers must have a complete understanding of the requirements of the International 

Building Code, specifically section 909. 

Standby power 
One of the most important aspects of the electrical design of a smoke control system 

is the reliability of the system. When we think of reliability, one of the first things that 

usually comes to mind is a backup power source. Standby power is a requirement 

listed in multiple places in IBC 909 (909.11, 919.20.6.2,  and 909.21.5). Smoke control 

systems must be served by a standby power system that complies with IBC Section 

2702 and NFPA 70: National Electrical Code Section 701.  

Two of the main requirements listed in these sections for standby power systems are 

Electrical design for smoke 
control systems
Engineers designing electrical infrastructure to support smoke control 
systems must be aware of the stringent requirements listed throughout 
multiple code sections
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that they must provide 

power to the standby 

loads within 60 seconds 

of loss of normal pow-

er and they must have 

enough fuel to operate 

for a minimum of two 

hours without being 

refueled.  

A standby power sys-

tem requirement spe-

cific to IBC 909 is that 

the power source and its transfer switches must 

be located in a one-hour fire–rated room separate 

from the normal power equipment and also must 

be ventilated directly to and from the exterior (IBC 909.11.1).  

It is also important to understand that standby power is not the same as emergency 

power in the way that the codes define it. Emergency power systems have their own 

dedicated transfer switch that cannot be shared with standby power loads; typical 

emergency system loads are egress lighting, emergency voice communications sys-

tems and fire alarm systems.

Electrical fire protection considerations 
Another electrical design consideration for smoke control systems that may be even 

Figure 1: This shows the atrium of a 
research facility with a smoke control 

system. Courtesy: SmithGroup
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more important than providing 

standby power is the overall fire 

protection design of the elec-

trical system. This is important 

because providing standby pow-

er does not make a difference 

if the wiring from the standby 

power distribution equipment to 

the smoke control equipment is 

not properly protected during a 

fire event. 

The most stringent electrical fire 

protection requirements in IBC 909 are for smoke-

proof enclosure ventilation systems. A common ap-

plication of a smokeproof enclosure ventilation is 

a pressurized interior exit stairwell. IBC 909.20.6.1 

has a long list of design options and exceptions, the intent of which is to provide two-

hour protection for the equipment, power wiring, control wiring and ductwork associ-

ated with the smokeproof enclosure ventilation system. This requirement makes sense 

since an interior exit stairwell is typically two-hour rated and we want to provide the 

same level of protection for the ventilation system that serves that stairwell. 

To provide this two-hour protection, the design engineer must carefully plan out the 

wiring pathways for not only the branch circuit wiring to the stairwell pressurization 

Figure 2: Shown is an example of the 
routing of stair pressurization wiring 

outside of two-hour rated enclosures. 
Courtesy: SmithGroup
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fans, but also the feeders that 

connect the branch circuit pan-

elboards to the upstream distri-

bution equipment. Any wiring 

located inside the building that 

is not protected by a two-hour 

enclosure or room must be ei-

ther a two-hour listed electrical 

circuit protective system (see 

Figure 2), such as mineral–insu-

lated cable or encased within 

a minimum of 2 inches of con-

crete.  

Encasing conduits in concrete above a ceiling is 

not always practical and MI cable is significantly 

more costly than standard wiring methods, so it is 

advisable to use underground conduits and risers through two-hour rated rooms or 

through the smokeproof enclosure itself (see Figure 3) as much as possible to avoid 

difficult and costly wiring installations.

Elevator hoistway pressurization systems differ from smokeproof enclosure ventila-

tion systems in that two-hour protection for the fan system and its associated wiring 

is not specifically required. The code requires that the fan system that provides the 

pressurization be protected with the same fire–resistance rating that is required for 

the elevator shaft enclosure (IBC 909.21.4.1). For example, if the elevator shaft enclo-

Figure 3: In contrast, to Figure 2, this 
shows the routing of stair pressurization 

wiring through two-hour rated enclosures. 
Courtesy: SmithGroup
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sure is one-hour rated, any portion of the power and 

control wiring that is not located within the elevator 

shaft must have a fire resistance rating of at least 

one hour.  

The same strategies discussed for smokeproof en-

closure wiring routing can be used for one-hour rat-

ed elevator hoistways to avoid special wiring meth-

ods. If routing wiring outside of one-hour enclosures 

cannot be avoided, the engineer could again specify 

MI cable to provide a fan system that will have a fire 

rating equal to or greater than the hoistway.  

However, MI cable carries a two-hour rating, which 

is more than what is required in this application and 

has a significant cost premium. In this case, it may 

be a better approach to use a wiring method with a 

one-hour rating. One such system is the UL FHIT electrical 

circuit integrity system No. 25B, which consists of a specif-

ic type of RHW-2 wiring in electrical metal tubing conduit. 

This system is rated for two hours in horizontal installations 

and one hour in vertical installations. It should be noted that the manufacturer for 

both the wire and the conduit must be exactly those that are specified in the UL spec-

ification, otherwise the system fire rating is void. 

For other smoke control systems that do not serve smokeproof enclosures or elevator 

Figure 4: A smoke control fan 
variable frequency drive and fire 
alarm relay could control several 

aspects of the smoke control 
system. Courtesy: SmithGroup
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hoistways, such as atrium smoke exhaust 

systems (see Figure 1), the exact fire rat-

ing requirement for the fan system wiring 

is not as straightforward. One applicable 

section that can help inform the design is 

IBC 909.4.6, which states that all portions 

of smoke control systems shall be capable 

of continued operation after detection of 

the fire event for either 20 minutes or 1.5 

times the calculated egress time, which-

ever is greater. A conservative approach 

to addressing this requirement would be 

to specify one-hour rated wiring methods, 

as this would ensure continuous operation 

of the smoke control systems during the 

building evacuation. 

Engineers also need to consider the fire 

ratings of rooms that house equipment 

serving smoke control systems. For exam-

ple, all smoke control fans require a motor controller 

(see Figure 4); this motor controller should be located 

in a room with a fire rating that is equivalent to the 

minimum duration of operation or fire rating that is re-

quired by IBC 909. If a motor controller for a stairwell 

Figure 5: In this example of a smoke 
control panel diagram, the panel 
serves as a master station that a 

firefighter can monitor damper and 
fan status, manually control fans or 

override automatically controlled fans. 
Courtesy: SmithGroup 44
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pressurization fan is located in a room 

with less than a two-hour fire rating, this 

is a weak point in the system that may 

compromise the overall integrity of the 

smoke control fan system during a fire 

event. 

Fire alarm integration 
The fire alarm system needs to be consid-

ered as equally important system compo-

nent, as the overall smoke control system 

will not function properly without these 

inputs and outputs. Similar to power 

wiring, IBC 909 has requirements that are 

intended to increase the reliability of the 

fire alarm wiring. All fire alarm wiring that 

serves inputs and/or output signals to the 

mechanical smoke control system must 

be fully enclosed within a continuous 

raceway (IBC 909.12.2). The term “contin-

uous raceway” effectively disallows the 

use of open wiring methods or metal-clad 

cable for these specific fire alarm circuits; 

an enclosed raceway such as EMT must 

be used. 

Innovative products and solutions 
for life safety and code compliance.

stifirestop.com  |  800.992.1180 45
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The fire rating requirements applied to the power sys-

tem wiring also should be matched for the fire alarm 

wiring to ensure the system remains fully functional. If 

a stairwell pressurization system is being activated by 

a fire alarm relay module, the wiring to that module must carry a two-hour fire rating 

(IBC 909.20.6.1). For low–voltage systems, there are fire–rated wiring products avail-

able that can still be installed in a raceway system like any other standard fire alarm 

cable.  

Circuit integrity (Type CI) cable is available in shielded or unshielded cable assem-

blies and is listed as a two-hour fire-rated wiring method for UL FHIT electrical circuit 

integrity systems 28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 40 and 40A. Each one of these circuit integrity 

systems has minor variations, including but not limited to manufacturer, raceway man-

ufacturer, raceway size, number of cables permitted in a raceway, etc. It is critical that 

the installing contractor is familiar with the specific circuit integrity system they are 

installing to maintain the fire rating of the cabling. 

IBC 909 contains specific requirements that help to determine the proper fire alarm 

sequence of operations for smoke control systems. For smokeproof enclosure ven-

Table 1: Use this reference table 
to have an understanding of the 

requirements of the International 
Building Code, specifically section 

909. Courtesy: SmithGroup
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tilation systems, a smoke detector is required to be placed at the entrance of the 

smokeproof enclosure and this smoke detector must activate the ventilation equip-

ment upon detection (IBC 909.20.6). Elevator hoistway pressurization systems must be 

activated upon smoke detection in any of the elevator lobbies or when the fire alarm 

system is in an alarm state (IBC 909.21.6). For other types of smoke control systems, 

the exact placement of smoke detectors that will activate the smoke control equip-

ment must be determined by the engineer (IBC 909.12.4).

Firefighter’s smoke control panel 
A key component in any smoke control system is the firefighter’s smoke control pan-

el. This panel serves as a master station that a firefighter can monitor damper and 

fan status, manually control fans or override automatically controlled fans. The smoke 

control panel must be located in a fire command center (if present); in buildings that 

do not require a fire command center, the panel must be located adjacent to the fire 

alarm control panel, at a location approved by the authority having jurisdiction (IBC 

909.16).  

IBC 909 contains very specific requirements for the graphical representation of the 

smoke system as well as the indicating light colors (IBC 909.16.1). There are also spe-

cific requirements for how smoke control system components must be controlled at 

the panel (IBC 909.16.2, 909.16.3). Engineers should show a detailed diagram of the 

smoke control panel on the construction documents (see Figure 5); this provides the 

contractors, plan reviewers and inspectors a clear understanding of what is required. 

Smoke control equipment listing 
One item to note when specifying a fire alarm control panel or smoke control panel 47
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is that these panels as well as their individual system components must be listed as 

smoke control equipment (IBC 909.12). This specific UL listing is known as UUKL. 

The UL product specification website is an invaluable resource when writing specifica-

tions for UUKL smoke control equipment, as it provides a listing of all of the currently 

listed manufacturers and their individual components that carry this listing. Engineers 

should always ensure that project specifications list only manufacturers on this list 

when their projects require smoke control.

Fan monitoring and control 
The question of whether smoke control fans should be controlled by the building 

management system or the fire alarm system is something that needs to be closely 

coordinated by the project’s mechanical and electrical engineers. At first glance, it 

may seem like it makes the most sense to have the BMS handle the fan control, as this 

system is typically providing status indication and start/stop control for all the other 

fans on the project.  

However, there are a couple of issues with this approach. One common issue is that 

the BMS and/or its individual components may not have the required UUKL listing. 

Another potential issue is that the installing contractors may not be experienced with 

installing fire-rated wiring methods and the installation may not comply with the UL 

FHIT listing — and that is assuming that fire-rated wiring methods are being provided 

in the first place. 

There are situations where it may be preferable to use the BMS to handle the smoke 

control system monitoring and control, such as complex systems that would require 48
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advanced programming to achieve a very specific sequence of operations. Also, the 

building owner may prefer the smoke control equipment be operated as part of the 

BMS. In this case, the engineer must pay close attention to the potential issues, such 

as specifying UUKL listed components and fire protection for control wiring. It should 

be noted that fire alarm control unit will still need to carry a UUKL listing, as the fire 

alarm system will still provide alarm and smoke detection inputs to the BMS.

Smoke removal systems 
It is important for architects and engineers to understand the differences between 

smoke control systems and smoke removal systems. Smoke and heat removal system 

requirements can be found in IBC Section 910. The purpose of these systems is typi-

cally to facilitate smoke removal in post-fire salvage and overhaul operations. These 

systems are not intended to serve any life safety functions and is not intended to be 

operated during a fire event; therefore, the requirements are much less stringent 

when compared to a smoke control system. 

Smoke and heat removal systems are only permitted to have manual controls and 

these controls must be located in a room with direct exterior access and separated 

from the building by a one-hour fire barrier or horizontal assembly (IBC 910.4.5). 

Like smoke control systems, the IBC has requirements that increase the reliability of 

the power source serving smoke removal equipment. The wiring for the operation 

and control of mechanical smoke removal systems is required to be connected ahead 

of the building’s main disconnecting means (IBC 910.4.6). The code does not provide 

an alternate compliance path in which simply providing standby power to the smoke 

removal system would be considered equivalent.  49
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While tapping conductors ahead of the main disconnecting means is possible, it may 

not be the most desirable design solution when the building already has a standby 

power system. It is advisable to discuss the power source design with the AHJ to de-

termine if they would permit standby power as an acceptable substitute to the power 

source requirements listed in this section. 

IBC 910.4.6 also requires that the smoke removal system wiring be protected against 

interior fire exposure for at least 15 minutes. The IBC commentary implies that be-

cause of testing summarized in NISTIR 6196-1, conduits protected by a finished ceil-

ing will be afforded the 15 minutes of protection required by the code without any 

special provisions such as fire-rated wiring. However, this is not explicitly spelled out 

in the code, so again it is best to confirm that the AHJ agrees with this approach and 

will not require fire-rated wiring for smoke removal systems. 

There are numerous code articles that need to be considered when designing the 

electrical infrastructure for a smoke control system (see Table 1). Engineers should be 

intimately familiar with the applicable sections and how they can be applied for differ-

ent projects. It is always advisable to engage with the local AHJ in the early stages of 

the smoke control system design; this will provide all parties involved (inspectors, ar-

chitects, engineers, owners and contractors) with increased confidence in the system 

design and will avoid any unnecessary surprises when the system is being inspected 

and commissioned.

Andrew Varilone, PE, LEED AP BD+C

Andrew Varilone is an electrical engineer and associate with SmithGroup. He special-

izes in electrical system design for health care facilities. 50
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Access STI
These powerful tools guarantee the right systems 
are selected for the fastest and most cost-effective 
installation for all your projects.



Access STI
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I f fire safety in the built environment were a football team, the sprinkler system might 

be considered the quarterback, but the passive fire protection features (such as 

fire-rated barriers, firestopping, doors, and dampers) would be analogous to the of-

fensive line quietly doing its work in the background.  The offensive line is essential; 

a team with a bad offensive line cannot win a championship even with a star quarter-

back.  Fire sprinklers are highly identifiable safety features in any building.  But often 

overlooked are the fire-rated floors and walls that work in combination with the sprin-

kler system to provide life safety and property protection.  Building and safety codes 

prescribe the use of both active (e.g. sprinklers) and passive (e.g. fire-rated barriers, 

firestopping, etc.) fire protection systems.  Such redundancy is sometimes referred to 

as safety-layering.  Should one system fail, there is an added level of safety.  It is much 

like seat belts and air bags in vehicles; both are vital in a catastrophic event.

Modern structures are filled with combustible materials.  The increased use of synthetic 

materials such as foams and plastics as compared to a few decades ago changes the 

dynamics considerably.  According to a YouTube video of a demonstration conduct-

ed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL), a structure with modern furnishings flash-

es over in 3 minutes and 40 seconds; whereas one with more traditional furnishings 

takes closer to 30 minutes.

When it comes to passive fire protection, buildings are essentially built with a series of 

fire-rated compartments made up of fire-rated floors and walls. When these compart-

Why Passive Fire Protection is Critical 
in Today’s Built Environment
Specified Technologies Inc (STI) Takes the Lead in Providing Firestop Solutions
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ments are breached by 

various building service 

elements such as pipes, 

conduits, cables, and 

ducts, their fire-rating and 

ability to resist smoke mi-

gration is compromised. 

Firestopping, thus, is 

the process of installing 

third-party tested and list-

ed materials into openings in fire-rated barriers to restore fire-resistance ratings. Build-

ing and fire codes, such as NPFA, ICC and European standards require that such rating 

be restored through firestopping. This article focuses on penetration firestops. 

Firestopping is the process of installing third-party tested and listed materials into 

openings in fire-rated barriers to restore fire-resistance ratings. This is usually a simple 

process when thought of ahead of time but can become painful and expensive if done 

after the fact. Avoiding it altogether will put any type of structure at risk, even if it is 

protected by a sprinkler system.

Elements of a Firestop System A penetration occurs when a service element breaches a 

fire-rated barrier. In Figure 1, the red object represents a conduit penetrating a fire-rated 

compartment. If the opening around the conduit is unprotected the fire has a path to 

propagate quickly into the adjoining space. Figure 2 shows a properly installed firestop 

system that seals the opening around the conduit and restores the fire-rating of the bar-

rier. Fire and smoke are now contained to the compartment of origin. For many people 

Why Passive Fire Protection is Critical in Today’s Built Environment

Figures 1 and 2
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the notion of firestopping means red caulk around conduits or cables. But what good is 

a great “caulk” if the barrier cannot withstand the fire? Therefore, a firestop system starts 

with the fire-rated barrier itself, whether a floor or a wall, then the opening and what 

goes through it. Finally comes the firestop product installed into the opening as de-

scribed by an Underwriters Laboratories (UL) classified firestop system, a Factory Mutual 

(FM) approved design, or as tested to the European standard EN 1366. The complete 

assemblage of elements, which is called a system, achieves the rating, not an individual 

product.

Tests for Penetration Firestops
For evaluation of penetration firestop systems, the base standard used is ASTM E 814, en-

titled Standard Test Method for Fire Tests 

of Penetration Firestop Systems. UL has 

a similar standard, UL 1479, entitled Fire 

Tests of Through- Penetration Firestops. 

In the United States, current building 

codes refer to both UL 1479 and ASTM 

E814. In Europe, the standard is EN 1366. 

These test methods expose the test spec-

imen to a standardized time-temperature 

curve, which ensures that all systems are 

tested to the same rigorous requirements 

in order to provide a benchmark.

This curve is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
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At five minutes, the furnace temperature is 538°C (1,000°F); at one hour it reaches 

927°C (1,700°F). At two hours the temperature reaches 1010°C (1,850°F); at three hours 

it reaches 1052°C (1,925°F); and at four hours it reaches 1093°C (2,000°F). These are 

critically high temperatures, remembering that, aluminum cable conductors typically 

melt at 649°C (1,200°F) and many plastics ignite at temperatures significantly below 

538°C (1,000°F), that is within two or three minutes 

of the start of a fire!

F & T Ratings
Successfully passing tests to UL 1479 provides 

firestop systems with an F rating and a T rat-

ing. The F rating indicates how long, in hours, a 

firestop system has successfully prevented the 

passage of a fire. A two-hour F rating means the 

firestop system prevented fire spread for two 

hours. The T rating is a measure of the thermal conductivity of a firestop system. This is 

the time required for various points on the unexposed side of the test assembly to rise 

163°C (325°F) over the starting ambient temperature. Figure 4 shows an example of a 

UL test assembly consisting of plastic pipes installed in a concrete floor and protected 

with firestop collars.

The assembly is anchored to the test furnace. During the testing process, the firestop 

collars will expand through a process called intumescence: heat applied to the firestop 

material causes it to expand rapidly. In so doing, they close-off the openings and pre-

vent the fire from spreading. Intumescent products are common in the industry and are 

Figure 4
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particularly well suited for combustible 

materials and are also frequently used 

on noncombustible materials as well.

The hose stream test (Figure 5) immedi-

ately follows the fire test and is designed 

to evaluate the structural integrity of the 

assembly. This is by far the most difficult 

segment of the test to pass.

The red-hot assembly is blasted with a 

stream of cold water from a 64mm (2-1/2 

in.)u diameter hose discharged at high pressure. Not only does the assembly need to 

withstand the force of the water pressure, it also needs to withstand the strong internal 

forces developed from the thermal shock of rapid cooling. UL 1479 prescribes the pres-

sure and duration of the hose-stream exposure, which depends on the hourly rating 

being tested and the size of the assembly. Firefighters should particularly be aware of 

the hose stream test as it gives an indication of whether a structure will withstand the 

back-draft effect. The thermal shock and force of applying a cold, high-pressure stream 

of water to a red-hot assembly is a good measure of system integrity. To pass the hose 

stream test, the firestop system must prevent the passage of water to the unexposed 

side. It is important to remember that a building fire is a dynamic event. As pressure 

levels change and heat becomes more intense, surrounding structures and elements 

can fail, thereby stressing the firestop. The thermal shock of applying a cold, high-pres-

sure stream of water to a red-hot assembly is a good measure of system integrity. 

Figure 5
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Testing to European standards is somewhat like that of ASTM/UL although the derived 

ratings are termed differently. However, the European standards evaluate only fire ex-

posure and do not include a hose stream. This explains why European firestop systems 

often use mineral wool boards coated with a firestop spray or sealant; an approach that 

is not acceptable under ASTM/UL as it cannot pass the hose stream test.

L and W Ratings
Unlike ASTM E814, EN 1366 or BS 476, the UL 1479 standard includes two test proto-

cols (conducted at the option of the test sponsor) for evaluating air leakage (L Rating) 

and short-term water resistance (W Rating). The L Rating is used as an indication of 

smoke resistance. This will be addressed in the second part of this article in the next 

edition of International Fire Protection.

FM Approvals
In some situations, particularly mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) applications 

in industrial plants insured by FM Global, it is necessary to have FM approved firestop 

installations. This usually requires two types of documents: one showing that the 

manufacturer is subject to FM’s quality inspection program, and one proving that the 

firestop system is tested under UL/ASTM standards.

When there is No Test
There will be situations when a manufacturer has no test for a specific application. In 

such a case, an engineering judgment (EJ) is permitted under strict conditions defined 

by the International Firestop Council (IFC; www.firestop.org). The key to an EJ is that 

it must be issued by qualified personnel, usually a company engineer or a third-party 

engineering company, but never a salesperson. It must also be based on credible test- 57
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ing. For example, issuing an EJ for a large plastic pipe based only on a test for small 

plastic pipe is not acceptable.

The UL Mark
Products tested at UL provide a very important piece of quality assurance through the 

presence of what is called the UL Mark. That is the guarantee that the composition of 

the product the manufacturer sells is the same as what was tested. This is achieved 

through a series of unannounced and continuous inspections conducted by UL 

throughout a manufacturer’s productions facilities worldwide. Even the ISO certification 

does not provide such an independent assurance, and it is a requirement that the CE 

Mark in Europe is trying to emulate.

Where to Go for Help
Firestopping is a specific and often misunderstood construction practice. Quality 

firestop manufacturers aid designers, inspectors and end users, usually free of charge 

and available by telephone, fax or e-mail. Many publish valuable information includ-

ing firestop designs, product information and other informative articles online on 

their websites. Most manufacturers staff the telephone lines with degree-qualified 

engineers. At STI, these same people (some 15 of us around the world) have a hand 

in product development, from early concept to third-party testing. The ability to con-

tact manufacturers’ technical personnel directly represents a huge advantage to the 

end-user. Their wealth of knowledge can only assist in getting the job done efficiently 

and, most importantly, correctly. Serious manufacturers of firestopping products also 

have trained field personnel that can help on job sites and visit with users. Additionally, 

organizations such as the International Firestop Council (www.firestop.org), a not-

for-profit organization of manufacturers, distributors and installers, services the con- 58
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struction industry by publishing valuable information and working with industry profes-

sionals to increase awareness of proper firestop practices.  Of course, when it comes 

to better understanding the specific code requirements of an individual construction 

project, always contact the local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). The code official 

has a clear understanding of building requirements and experience gained from a mul-

titude of similar construction projects.

Summary
Firestop systems, not individual firestop products, achieve ratings based on evaluation 

to the appropriate standards described herein. A firestop system (and firestop prod-

uct) is only as effective as the manner in which it is installed. A good installation will be 

consistent with the characteristics described in the firestop system. A well thought out 

selection of a firestop product will ensure the building’s needs are maintained as the 

various service elements are changed or expanded. Unfortunately, a firestop system 

can be rendered ineffective if installed (or reinstalled) improperly. Installation prac-

tices considered improper include inappropriate mixing of products, using materials 

other than those tested as part of a firestop system, not following the parameters of a 

firestop system, and of course penetrations that are not protected at all or where pro-

tection has been removed or reduced over time. Such a system has no integrity and 

presents a safety hazard rather than being an important component of a building’s 

life-safety system.

Why Specified Technologies
Specified Technologies Inc (STI Firestop) leads the industry in developing innovative 

fire protection systems that help stop the spread of fire, smoke and hot gases. For 30 

years, STI has worked hand in hand with the construction industry to create simple 59
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solutions to complex firestopping problems. Their SpecSeal® and EZ-Path® product 

lines are engineered to deliver powerful performance. Because their system designs 

are user-driven, they are easier to apply. The result is simply designed, outstanding fire 

protection systems which often result in lower installed costs. STI products and systems 

offer innovative firestop solutions for all types of new construction and retrofit applica-

tions. Since firestopping is their only business, STI concentrates all their resources on 

providing the highest quality, fully tested, innovative firestopping solutions.

The results are industry-changing, innovative, patented technologies such as EZ-Path® 

Fire Rated Pathway and Triple S® two-stage intumescent sealant, or programs and ser-

vices like our Barrier Management Program (BMP) for healthcare or the industry’s first 

web-based “Submittal Builder™.

STI’s Engineering Service Team, a subset of the Engineering Group, and the industry’s 

best, is readily accessible to help optimize productivity during design, construction, 

and post-construction. STI offers engineered solutions to complex firestopping prob-

lems to help the customer ensure code compliance... and they provide this ALL FREE 

OF CHARGE! STI is The Firestop Authority and has continued to drive innovation for 

30 years with a combined 250 years of experience in our Engineering Group alone.

STI has offices and representation throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, the 

Middle East, India, China, Southeast Asia, and Latin America. They also partner with 

over forty independent rep agencies and work with over 1,000 distribution outlets 

worldwide, providing extensive international coverage and offering our customers the 

personal attention they deserve.
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W ith building operating and energy costs becoming more scrutinized, building own-

ers are demanding more efficient yet simpler systems be installed in their buildings. 

This, coupled with the demand for green building systems and U.S. Green Building Coun-

cil LEED Certification, requires engineers to provide high-performance heating, ventilation 

and air conditioning solutions, which just a few years ago were not seen in the industry.  

Modern high-performance HVAC systems decouple the ventilation function of the HVAC 

system from the heating and cooling function and then treat each in the most efficient 

manner possible. In these systems the ventilation function will typically be served by a 

dedicated outdoor air system. This system would have an energy recovery device appro-

priate for the climate and would efficiently pre-treat the incoming outdoor ventilation air 

that is required by ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 

to a neutral temperature.  

The heating and cooling function then would be served by terminal equipment such as 

chilled beams where the heating and cooling would be handled on a zone–by–zone basis 

and reheat would be avoided. Such systems when designed properly can easily achieve 

a 30 to 40 percent energy savings over an ASHRAE Standard 90.1: Energy Standard for 

Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings compliant baseline system. 

Combining HVAC, fire 
suppression piping
Modern, energy-efficient heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems can 
stress a project budget with their additional energy-efficiency requirements. 
Combining HVAC water distribution with a fire suppression piping system can 
result in first-cost savings, which can improve system life cycle costs. 
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Although these systems are relatively 

simple in operation, lack of familiarity 

and first–cost concerns can sometimes 

cause these systems to be rejected in the 

early phases of a project, especially when 

a thorough life cycle cost analysis is not 

used. Although savings are realized in 

smaller ductwork, equipment, equipment 

space, shaft space, ceiling space and 

other mechanical and electrical infra-

structure, chilled beam systems require a 

building wide network of above–ceiling 

piping to distribute chilled water to each 

of the chilled beams in each control zone.  

This piping system is above and beyond 

what a typical HVAC system requires 

and can be perceived to make this sys-

tem too first cost intensive, especially if 

decisions are made on first cost rather 

than life cycle.

Network of pipes 
For most buildings, there is a simple solution to 

eliminate the majority of this additional piping 

system, thereby reducing the first cost of these 

Figure 1: This piping plan shows fire 
suppression F(S) supply and fire return F(R) 

piping and auxiliary equipment isolation 
valves, along with heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning piping from the valves to the 
chilled beams. Courtesy: Peter Basso Associates 62
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high-performance HVAC sys-

tems. Most buildings have a 

vast network of piping, which 

typically goes unused for the 

entire life of the building. A 

wet pipe sprinkler system 

is installed above the ceil-

ing and then sits idle and is 

never used except the event 

of a fire.  

If this network of piping 

is used for distribution of 

chilled water to chilled 

beams as well as for sprin-

kler system use, overall first 

cost and ceiling space can 

be reduced. 

An automatic sprinkler sys-

tem with nonfire protection 

connections is defined in 

NFPA 13: Standard for the Installation of Sprin-

kler Systems as a circulating closed–loop system. 

Per NFPA 13: “A circulating closed-loop system 

is primarily a sprinkler system and shall comply 

Figure 2: A complete system piping diagram 
indicates typically required components and 

paths for both fire water and chilled water flow. 
Also indicated are points of interface between 

the sprinkler fitters and the pipe fitters work. 
Courtesy: Peter Basso Associates 63
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with all provisions of this standard such as those for control valves, area limitations of a 

system, alarms, fire department connections, sprinkler spacing, etc.”  

The circulating closed-loop system description and requirements were eliminated in the 

2016 edition of NFPA 13. Specifically, it was removed in the first draft of the 2016 edition 

in first revision 64. The committee statement was: “Sprinkler systems have become more 

and more specialized with multiple components being used. With the issues of compati-

bility rampant in our industry, connection to systems that could cause failure of individual 

components should be avoided. Users of the standard can refer back to previous editions 

for this design concept.”  

The substantiation notes that you can use previous editions of the standard to continue to 

make use of the circulating closed-loop system. With this language being in the commit-

tee statement there are grounds for allowing continued the use of circulating closed-loop 

systems.  

Wet pipe sprinkler systems serving most buildings are still relatively simple. Careful 

thought and consideration as well as a thorough review of the applicability and of all 

aspects of a circulating closed-loop system design will keep it that way. When properly 

applied, this system will provide owners and operators with the desired results – reduced 

overall first cost, long life and simple operation and maintenance of this portion of the 

high-performance HVAC system.

Pipes and valves 
For circulating closed-loop systems, piping materials and valving are required to comply 

with the standard. Auxiliary devices such as heat exchangers, pumps and terminal equip- 64
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ment like chilled beams must have 

a pressure rating to match the re-

quired rating of the sprinkler system 

components – either 175 or 300 

psig. Specifications for all auxiliary 

equipment must indicate this re-

quirement. These components also 

shall be constructed so that they will 

“maintain their physical integrity un-

der fire conditions to avoid impair-

ment of the fire protection system.”  

This would be interpreted by the au-

thority having jurisdiction, but most 

HVAC equipment used would likely 

comply with the exception of say 

plastic tubing or components, which 

would want to be avoided. These 

auxiliary devices also are required to 

be supported independent of the 

sprinkler system. The allowable wa-

ter temperatures of the circulating 

closed-loop system must be con-

trolled to limit the circulating fluid to 

between 40 F and 120 F. 

www.agfmanufacturing.com

VENT TO PREVENTVENT TO PREVENT

MONITOR TO MANAGEMONITOR TO MANAGE

CORROSIONCORROSIONCORROSIONCORROSION
Air Venting Valves

Air Venting Valves help prevent 
corrosion by removing excess air from 
wet fire sprinkler systems.

PURGEnVENT’s superior design 
eliminates vent redundancy and 
leaking by utilizing a 
specialized recessed 
air release valve. They are the 
most versatile air vents, and the 
smallest, when compared to similar 
products on the market.

PURGEnVENT Air Venting Valves offer 
both manual and automatic models 
with flexible installation options. 

Corrosion Monitors

Corrosion Monitors detect internal 
pipe corrosion so maintenance can be 
performed before major leaks occur.

CORRinSITE™ Corrosion Monitors are 
installed directly into the piping so 
they can accurately gauge pipe wall 
lose in real time. They are available 
in an in line pipe or mechanical tee 
configuration for ease of installation.
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A fire suppression system is 

engineered and the pipe size 

is calculated to handle the 

sprinkler system water flow. 

Allowable velocity in a calcu-

lated fire suppression system 

typically is limited by the 

amount of pressure available, 

and can be quite high. In a 

hydronic system it is neces-

sary to use piping system ve-

locities that limit pump head 

pressure to a reasonable level; because it 

is a high-performance HVAC system, ener-

gy consumption and the necessary pump 

horsepower are a concern. The flow re-

quirements of the hydronic system function of a circulating closed-loop system typically 

will require slightly larger piping than that required for the sprinkler system function of the 

system and so the worst case (largest) sizing should be noted on the contract documents.  

In a fire suppression system, the water flow is in one direction – toward the open sprinkler 

head. A hydronic system requires both a supply and a return side of the system. By defi-

nition, a circulating closed-loop system will require subtle changes in the piping layout. 

Rather than a single riser or branch main it will require two – one for the supply side of the 

system and one for the return side. 

Figure 3: A modern office building in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, uses chilled beams and a circulating closed-

loop system. Courtesy: Camille Sylvain Thompson, 
Peter Basso Associates
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Fire suppression 
While operating as a fire suppression system, the flow will be out and toward the open sprin-

kler heads in both risers. While operating as a hydronic system, the flow will be reversed in 

one-half of the piping system and will return back to the pumps and heat exchanger. Sprin-

kler water flow must trip a flow switch indicating water flow to an open sprinkler head. 

Careful consideration must be made with respect to flow switch locations to avoid false 

trips as this would be highly undesirable. Also, a direct path through the piping system 

from the water supply to each sprinkler head must be provided so that the fire suppres-

sion water is not required to flow through pumps, heat exchangers or other auxiliary 

devices, although it may. 

Isolation valves located in a fire suppression system are required to have tamper switches 

to signal through the fire alarm system that portions of the system are shut down or im-

paired. Auxiliary equipment such as pumps, heat exchangers or chilled beams may require 

occasional maintenance and, per the NFPA standard, require isolation valves to allow re-

pair or removal of the equipment without impairing the functioning of the sprinkler system.  

As the fire suppression water does not flow through this auxiliary equipment and as clos-

ing of these auxiliary equipment isolation valves does not impair flow to sprinkler heads, 

tamper switches are not required on these isolation valves. At the same time, work on the 

fire suppression system that would require draining of the fire suppression system — al-

though very rare —  would impair operation of the hydronic system. 

Many locations require trained union labor to perform work. Sprinkler system installers 

(sprinkler fitters) as well as hydronic system piping installers (pipe fitters) are highly pro- 67
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tective of their work and for good 

reason – they are each specialists 

and it’s their livelihood. The draw-

ings must clearly indicate which 

portions of the system are to be 

provided and installed by the 

sprinkler fitters and which portions 

of the system are to be installed by 

the pipe fitters.  

This line can be blurry when you 

look at the bigger picture, but if you look at what spe-

cifically is isolated and identified as auxiliary equip-

ment, the line becomes much clearer. Defining these 

individual scopes of work on the drawings is critical. 

Managing corrosion 
Corrosion in closed-loop hydronic piping systems typically is mitigated by modern treat-

ment chemicals and is monitored by checking corrosion coupons, chemical levels and ad-

justing dosages as deemed necessary by the chemical treatment professional. Numerous 

very old hydronic piping systems exist that have never received chemical treatment and 

have crystal–clear water still circulating through them.  

Wet pipe sprinkler systems, on the other hand, do not receive chemical treatment and 

can experience corrosion problems. Corrosion in wet pipe fire suppression systems can 

be from minimal to severe, resulting in everything from leaks and associated damage to 

Figure 4: Shown is a high-performance 
chilled beam system using induction units 
located above a partial ceiling, served by 

circulating closed loop piping system in this 
modern office building. Courtesy: Camille 

Sylvain Thompson, Peter Basso Associates
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property to potentially critical obstruction and reduced flow to the sprinkler heads.  

Microbiologically influenced corrosion can occur in any piping system and seems to be prob-

lematic in some fire suppression systems – especially dry-pipe systems. MIC is described as 

a chemical corrosion process that is concentrated and accelerated by the activity of specific 

bacteria within the fire-sprinkler system resulting in the premature failure the system.  

Volumes are written on causes and potential treatments of this affliction. The 2014 Corro-

sion and Corrosion Mitigation in Fire Protection Systems report written by FM Global goes 

into quite some detail and provides recommendations for extending the life of fire-sprin-

kler systems. In a circulating closed-loop system, the majority of the water is flowing 

throughout the system, to and from terminal equipment – with very little stagnant water.  

Recommendations to reduce corrosion include:  

    •  Minimize dead ends in the piping system where water does not flow. 

    •  Use a high–quality combination air and dirt separator to keep the water clean and 

air–free as you would in any hydronic system. 

    •  Use piping with internal antimicrobial coating as is standard for fire suppression pip-

ing. 

    •  Employ a nitrogen purge system and air venting to reduce trapped air and oxygen. 

    •  Use a side–stream ultraviolet filter to kill circulating bacteria. 69
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    •  Follow other recommendations of NFPA and FM Global for corrosion prevention.  

Although the nitrogen generator and the UV filter are additional cost over a typical fire 

suppression system, the hydronic system piping distribution savings will far outweigh this 

expense.  

This method of hydronic water distribution has been specified on several projects, pro-

viding a simple solution to the perceived added cost of a chilled beam system as a result 

of the additional chilled water piping system required. Figure 1 illustrates a partial plan 

view of one such project with separate fire supply and fire return branches. Auxiliary valves 

are provided at chilled beam locations and chilled water piping is then extended to the 

chilled beams.  

Figure 2 is a riser diagram indicating the complete pumping loop along with the heat 

exchanger and terminal equipment. It also indicates flow directions for both normal fire 

water flow and for normal chilled water flow. It is clear from this diagram that flow switches 

will not be tripped until a sprinkler head discharges and that fire sprinkler flow has a clear 

path from the source to the heads without requiring travel through the auxiliary equip-

ment.

Brian M. Runde, PE, LEED AP, Peter Basso Associates Inc., Troy, Michigan

Brian Runde is a vice president with Peter Basso Associates Inc. He has more than 40 

years of practical, design and engineering management experience on complex building 

systems projects.
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AGF PURGEnVENT 7900 Air Vent
Developed with input from contractors, the AGF 
patented PURGEnVENT 7900 AAV automatic air 
venting valve is the most compact, simple to install and 
offers the widest variety of installation options.



AGF PURGEnVENT 7900 Air Vent
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C orrosion can significantly decrease the life of a fire sprinkler system. It occurs when 

water, oxygen, and ferrous metal react. Metallic fire sprinkler pipe, in both wet and 

dry systems, provides the perfect environment for corrosion. In a wet system, a small 

amount of air is trapped in the pipe when the system is filled and can react with the 

water and metal pipe. In a dry system, condensation and trapped water pools inside 

the pipe provide the moisture needed to react with the air and metal.

Corrosion deteriorates the pipe and causes buildup that can impede water flow and 

potentially break off to block a sprinkler head. That risks personal injuries and loss of 

property due to reduced system efficiency. If left unattended, it can also cause unex-

pected leaks and other malfunctions, which lead to unexpected shutdowns, repairs, 

and inconvenienced building occupants. 

However, corrosion doesn’t have to win. With air vents in wet systems, the risk of cor-

rosion can be decreased by releasing trapped air. Using corrosion motors to track its 

progression also gives building owners the power to make proactive decisions to ex-

tend system life.

Air Vents Reduce Corrosion
Conclusive, long-term studies undertaken by NFPA, and other organizations including 

FM Global, determined that the combination of new water and fresh air (that is loaded 

Extending the Life of a Fire 
Sprinkler System by Preventing 
and Monitoring Corrosion
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with oxygen) promotes internal pipe corrosion, 

increasing the risk of obstructions and pipe failure. 

When a system is originally installed, the piping 

network is filled with ambient air prior to its initial 

filling with water.  As the system fills with water, 

this existing air becomes trapped, resulting in air 

pockets in high spots and/or an air void along the 

top of horizontal pipe runs.  The trapped air re-

maining in systems is believed to be responsible 

for 99% of the oxygen in a wet pipe system. The 

interface between the oxygen, water, and steel 

pipe results in a chemical reaction that produces particles of iron oxide (rust) that will 

accumulate inside the pipe and pits in the pipe wall and can lead to leaks. 

In the 2016 edition of NFPA 13, a requirement to include air vents on all wet pipe sprin-

kler systems to allow trapped air to escape was added. 7.1.5 states that a single air 

vent shall be provided for each wet pipe system (utilizing metallic pipe). And 8.16.6 

states that either a manual (minimum ½”) valve, automatic air vent, or other approved 

means, shall be located near a high point to remove air from the system. The code 

goes on to recommend that the air vent should be installed where it will be the most 

effective and be installed off of the top of a horizontal pipe near the high point.  

AGF Manufacturing created and patented a new line of products called PURGENVENT 

designed specifically to meet NFPA 13 (2016) requirements and the needs of sprinkler 

system designers and installers.

Extending the Life of a Fire Sprinkler System
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For manual air venting, AGF offers the most economical, purpose-built manual air 

venting valve on the market. It reduces labor costs when filling the system by including 

a Teflon ball check, which rises to stop the water from spilling out, eliminating the need 

for a second person watching to close the valve. This manual air vent can also be used 

to speed up the emptying of a system for service. A manual air vent is designed to be 

simply opened when the system is filling, and then closed when the system is opera-

tional.

To continuously vent air while the system is operational, AGF’s model 7900 includes a 

patented conical design that vents air without leaking water. It saves labor and mate-

rial cost by not requiring a drain line or drip pan. It also includes an extra purge valve 

that can be opened during system filling and draining to expedite these processes. For 

even faster and simpler installations, AGF offers their model 7930 with a pre-attached 

end cap to be coupled on to the end of the line. 

Corrosion Monitors
For better planning and the ability to 

take proactive action, corrosion mon-

itors allow building owners to better 

note the rate of corrosion. Easy-to-un-

derstand corrosion monitors that don’t 

require power do exist, like AGF’s 

CORRINSITE. The CORRINSITE plug 

is made from the same material as the 

pipe but with a hollow center leaving 

a wall layer equivalent to 1/3 the thick- 74
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ness of schedule 10 pipe and 1/5 the thickness of 

schedule 40 pipe. It is available with a mechanical 

tee or with a section of grooved pipe. When the 

sacrificial wall corrodes through, moisture is al-

lowed into the hollow cavity, triggering the white 

sight glass to turn fluorescent orange.

With accurate real time information regarding in-

ternal pipe wall loss, building owners and contrac-

tors can better plan future system needs. Consider 

for example, if CORRINSITE plugs are installed on 

a new schedule 10 system and after just 3 years the plug indicators turns orange; with 

this information owners and contractors can then make informed decisions regarding 

methods to extend system life or plan out system replacement prior to a disruptive sys-

tem failure.

Better Planning to Face Corrosion
Corrosion can put building tenant safety, property, and fire sprinkler system integrity 

at risk, but there are steps designers can take when planning the system. Including air 

vents on the system high points of wet systems will release trapped air and reduce the 

risk of corrosion. Adding a corrosion monitor will give property owners a window into 

corrosion development and the ability to plan. By specifying AGF’s economical, reli-

able, and code compatible product lines PURGENVENT and CORRINSITE into their 

systems, engineers and designers can help to extend the life of the systems they de-

sign despite corrosion.
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Thank you for visiting the Fire & Life Safety eBook!

If you have any questions or feedback about the contents 
in this eBook, please contact CFE Media at 
customerservice@cfemedia.com

We would love to hear from you!

Fire & Life Safety


